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The University of Turku carries out high-quality, multidisciplinary research and promotes open and effective science.

Following the University of Helsinki, the University of Turku is the second largest in Finland measured by the amount of publications.
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5 700 SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS VALIDATED IN 2018
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Researchers use an e-form to send both the data and the accepted manuscript.

The Library imports publication data in UTUCRIS from source databases.

The researcher saves the data in UTUCRIS manually for validation.

The Library checks the publisher’s self-archiving policy, sets the embargo, and validates the publication.

If the publication is open access, the Library self-archives the manuscript and validates the publication.

If the publication is not open access, the UTUCRIS system sends the researcher an email requesting a copy of the publication manuscript for the Library.

The researcher sends the copy, the Library checks the right to self-archive, and sets the embargo.

The Library records and completes the data in the required reporting form.
AFTER VALIDATION AND OPENING OF THE PUBLICATION...

The publication information and the self-archived manuscript are immediately visible and accessible in the UTUCRIS portal.

The information is visible in the University’s Data Warehouse and in the author’s personal Researcher’s CV listing.

The data is transferred to the VIRTA publication data service of the Ministry of Education.

The publication information is visible in the Finnish National Library’s portal Juuli and in the Ministry’s statistics service Vipunen.
AMOUNT AND OPEN ACCESS STATUS OF PUBLICATIONS IN UTUCRIS FROM 2014 TO 2018

Source: University of Turku Data Warehouse
PLANS FOR THE NEAR FUTURE

An interface to a DSpace-run publication repository UTUPub

Linking in PubMed to self-archived full-texts in UTUCRIS via the LinkOut service.
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